in "Intersystemischer
Rechtsvergleich und interlinguale Rechtsübersetzung Norwegen und Deutschland", which concentrates on a typical scenario in translation between two national legal systems, Norwegian and German. Her approach is illustrated by the analysis of terminological problems in the area of family law.
In "Comparative analysis of translations prepared by students with and without legal qualifications", Márta LESZNYÁK (University of Szeged) and Dorka BALOGH (Pázmány Péter Catholic University) compare the legal translation errors made by two groups of postgraduate students of English-Hungarian translation, one previously trained in Law and the other with a Humanities background. The results suggest that the lower thematic competence of the latter can be correlated to higher incidence of error in information transfer and legal register, and a case is made for more interdisciplinary training in legal translation to compensate for these deficiencies.
In the last paper, entitled "Machine translation in the field of law: a study of the translation of Italian legal texts into German", Eva WIESMANN (University of Bologna) also examines a significant question for translation competence development and professional practice: to what extent machine translation and post-editing should be integrated into legal translator training. In light of the insufficient comprehensibility and accuracy of the Italian-German translation output of two systems (DeepL Translator and MateCat), the author concludes that the emphasis must remain on building the professional methods that make a difference for legal translation quality, especially the analysis of the legal parameters relevant to achieving communicative adequacy in each situation.
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